
THE 'BIG HOUSE' IN OCKHAM PARK
BY

R. N. BLOXAM

THE following pages were originally written some years ago.

I believe my account to be correct, and hope that it will serve

to correct the palpably inaccurate account given by Pevsner
and Nairn in the Surrey volume of the Penguin series The Buildings

of England.

It is not always realised that houses, other than castles and
palaces, had no names as such in old days ; it was the land that was
named, and if there was a house on it that normally bore the same
name as the land.

The house that came to be called 'Ockham Park' in the nineteenth

century was in old documents simply the 'mansion house' of

whichever member of the Weston family was concerned. In the Act
of 1710/11 by which John Weston was enabled to break the entail

and sell the house and most of the land to Sir Peter, afterwards

Lord Chancellor and Baron King, it was called Mr. Weston's house
'at Poolhead,' the pool being one that formerly lay between house
and church. BashalP says

The house is called Pondhead [^sic] House in eld records and maps [what
maps?], and at one time no doubt a fish-pond or stew existed between the

house and the church. A few years ago, while some men were preparing for

the fence that has now been put up, I saw the remains of a culvert no doubt
constructed to let away the water.

In the early part of the nineteenth centur}^- the house was still

called 'Poolhead' or 'Poole Head.' At least as late as the above-
mentioned Act the name 'Ockham Park' still had its medieval
application to the demesne lands of the manor between the main
road and Ockham Mill. The late Lady Lovelace, whose husband was
a descendant of Lord King, used, by the way, to recall with dehght
how, when she gave her address to a London shop assistant, the

latter enquired 'What number, please?'

The house, of which the main block was destroyed by fire in the

autumn of 1948,^ stood on a site probably occupied since Ockham
received its first settlement ; it is said, by a tradition that there is no
reason to doubt, that it was rebuilt by the Henry Weston who
bought the manor in 1620/1 from Sir Richard Weston of Sutton

Place, whose family bore no relationship whatsoever to the Westons
of Ockham. The latter had been there since at least c. 1406.'* The
main part of the house, reduced to a shell by the lire, contained

the core of Henry Weston's house, but so much altered that one

could only guess at its original appearance, were it not for the

1 The Oak Hamlet, privately printed 1900, p. 32.
2 Land Tax Books, Sy.R.O.
3 Not 1959 as stated in the Penguin Book.
4 P.R.O. Feet of Fines, Surrey, C.P.25 (l)/231/67. No. 17 (old No. 17).
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drawing of it (here reproduced, PL VI 1(b)) on the estate map of 1706.

(I cannot find the whereabouts of the original map, but I had a

photocopy made of it, by kind permission of the late Lady
Wentworth, while it was still at the Ockham Estate Office.) The
map is by no means uniformly accurate, some details having been
inserted from memory or rough notes; two houses, for instance, are

clumsily placed on a road, while it is clear that most of the houses,

etc., are represented more or less conventionally; the cartographer

has remembered the trees at West Down (now Bridgefoot Farm),

and the avenue to Dunsboro' in Ripley is no doubt a genuine feature

that once existed. But the houses, invariably gabled, are too much
alike to be true, though the positions and relative sizes are probably
roughly correct. The map, after all, was made with a view to a sale,

and such things were unimportant.

The 'big house' itself was a different matter, and, allowing for

difference in scale, the little drawing on the map itself corresponds

closely to the larger one on the border, with the addition in the

former of a pretty touch of red for the chimneys. The larger

drawing, at least as regards the main block, is carefully executed,

and is no doubt in the main a pretty accurate representation. The
main block shews a straight-on view of the east front, with a middle
portion having a steep-sided gable with a clock-face; on either side

are two gabled wings en echelon, so that the front had a pleasing line

of five gables. (Owing to the absence of shading, it is possible to look

at the drawing as if the middle portion projected and the others

were recessed, but this is only an optical illusion!) There are five

brick chimneys with a zig-zag pattern, and a bell-cote on the

southernmost gable. Behind, on each of the north and south fronts,

can be seen a single gable : perhaps there were two on each of these

fronts and five again on the west front. The house was of three

stories, as it remained, and in each stage in each of the five divisions

was a muUioned window of four or five lights and with one or two
transoms, except that in the top stories of all but the two outer

wings they were of two lights without transoms. The tiling of the

roof and the brickwork below are indicated, and, in many cases, the

glass in the windows: the draughtsman has even indicated which
parts of the windows could be opened. No lights are shewn in the

north and south faces of the wings. Between the top storey and the

next is a band of little ornaments, each a trilobe on a stalk, but this

is not shewn on the sides of the wings, though the brickwork and
the courses that divide the stories are.

In front is a walled court, of which the north and south sides are

of necessity awkwardly shewn: in the east wall is a double gate

between round pillars with conical tops; on each point a ball is

precariously perched. To the right of the gate is a 'gazebo' with one
window, conical roof, and a vane. A path leads up (through what
appears to be another wall) to the house, where there are four

curved steps in the middle of a paved area. But the odd thing is

that no door is shewn, the steps merely stopping against the wall

below the window. It is unbelievable that there was no door here,.
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and the draughtsman, in finishing the drawing at his office, must
have made a bloomer!

Against the north wall of the block is a continuous range of

outbuildings, though the draughtsman has probably monkeyed
about a bit with the lay-out in order to shew as much as possible.

First we have a gabled building of two stories, with two windows in

the gable end and two in the side wall adjoining the main block;

beliind, a very tall chimney, again with zig-zags, rises above the

level of the adjoining gable of the main block. Next is a two-storied

but lower building having two gables and two windows in each
gable-front; there is a double chimney on the more northerly.

Touching this is the gate-house, the drawing of which gives a

straight-on view which is an artistic loss, giving, as does that of the

house, a diagrammatic effect. On the left of a lofty round-headed
arch are two windows in the wall: the upper is not immediately
above the lower, which suggests that they lit a staircase; on the

other side is a single two-hght window on the ground floor. In the

upper stage, above a moulded string, are three smaU square

windows. The tiled roof is steeply pitched, the ridge running at

right angles to the axis through the arch; there are two cupolas,

presumably for bells. On the other side of the gate-house is a gabled

building with a two-hght window, and next to it one similar but
lower, also with a two-light window.

B. & B. (vol. ii, pt. 1, p. 118) say that the house was altered by
the first Lord King 'and still more completely Italianized by the

late Lord King [Peter, 7th Baron].' This does not mean that the

first lord's alterations were Italian in style, and I had always
assumed that his chief work was to raise the main block, eliminating

the gables, so that it became a full three-storied house with a flat

roof; also that it was probably he who built a wall, the full height

of the house, so as to enclose the space between the middle portion

of the east front and the adjoining wings, thus leaving only two
projecting wings, the outer ones. This would produce much the

appearance of the recently destroyed house.

The above views were confirmed in a most interesting way after

the fire of 1948. After Lady Lovelace's death in 1941 the house was
occupied by various militar}^ units ; at the time of the fire it was in

process of conversion into fiats. The fire, of unexplained origin,

started during the night, and no one was aware of it till about half-

past-six in the morning; although seven fire-brigades were

summoned, the flames had won too great a hold for anything to be

done other than to save them spreading to the kitchen block. I have
always regretted that I did not visit the site at once; one Sunday
some weeks later I set out with that intent, but the crowd
approaching the site was too much for me and I retreated!

However, it so happened that at about this time Mr. Rupert
Gunnis bought second-hand in London a bound volume entitled

Repairs Wanted at Ockham, February 7, 1728J9. N.H., and
containing various annotated plans and dra\vings connected with

the rebuilding of the house, including designs by Nicholas
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Hawksmoor, the well-known architect and a personal friend of the

first Lord King. This book had originally come, I imagine, from the

library at Horsley Towers, as did my copy of the 1710/11 Act. It

seems that Hawksmoor was first consulted early in 1724, and the
first idea was to remodel the house completely in two stories, in a
grandiose style. Lord King, however, was unwilling to face the cost

involved, and early in 1729 Hawksmoor 's immediate task had been
defined: to remodel the hall and reface the entrance front of the

existing Jacobean house. 5 He built a pillared porch and 'refaced

the front in red brick with stone dressings, and introduced stone

bay windows with unorthodox centre mullions, which survived
until the recent fire.' The pillars are seen in a view of the east front^

—

engraved in 1827 by J[ohn] P[reston] Neale from a drawing by
H. Bond—which is inserted in the extra-illustrated copy of M. & B.
at the British Museum.

Mr. Gunnis lent the book to Mr. Lawrence Whistler, an authority
on Hawksmoor and his age, and it is from Mr. Whistler's article in

Country Life, 29 December 1950 that I have quoted. On 6 February
1953 a letter appeared in Country Life from Miss Dorothy Stroud,

giving some details of eleven further plans and elevations in the
Minet Library, Camberwell, and 'obviously related to this [Mr.

Gunnis's] set', one sheet having Hawksmoor's signature. The letter

is accompanied by photographs of two of the elevations, shewing
designs for the great hall. Another drawing, it seems, was an
'alternative design for the great hall, with a gallery at first-floor

level carrying an elaborate iron raihng.' I had visited the site with
Mr. Whistler in May 1949, when the demolition of the remains was
nearly completed ; but the two pillars from the porch—some 20 feet

high and with shallow grooves—were still lying on a heap of rubbish

;

these had been built into a wall that had still further reduced the

projection of the wings; it was probably built by the seventh lord,

who does not seem to have otherwise done much to the main block,

except that I think it must have been he who enclosed the open
space left by Hawksmoor between the outer wings on the west or

garden front, thus forming the fine salon that existed till the fire or

shortly before it. However, according to Fig. 6 in Mr. Whistler's

article this open space existed before his modifications and was a

feature of the Jacobean house.

The builder also found two deeply grooved columns from the

south porch, and pennies of 1620 and 1624. Most interesting of all

was the information that during the process of conversion the middle
gable had been found in situ, but built up on either side in the way
I had suggested.

The square kitchen-block of red brick had been built before

Hawksmoor came upon the scene, and Mr. Whistler gives reasons
for thinking it may have been designed by Sir James Thomhill, best

known as a painter, though Hawksmoor completed it with a lantern.

This is shewn in a view of the south [really west] front drawn by
5 The Penguin Book says bleakly : 'Ockham Park was built by Hawksmoor

in 1725.'
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G. F. Prosser and inserted in the B.M. copy of M. & B. This view
of Prosser's is referred to b}' Mr. Whistler, and the lantern is to be
seen in Hawksmoor's sketch {Country Life, Fig. 2). The lantern was
replaced c. 1830 by an Italianate tower, at the same time as other

modifications were made to this block. (Thomas Allen^ remarks:
'The grounds have lateh' been much improved, the piece of water
enlarged and the whole adapted to the modem taste.') It is stated

in Mr. Whistler's article that it was Thornhill who designed the

north front of the main block, not yet fully joined to the kitchen one

;

this front was later altered, probably c. 1830. The kitchen block has
been converted into flats, as has the beautiful orangery in the

garden, where Lady Lovelace kept her parrots; it is not mentioned
by Mr. Whistler in his article, but I gathered from him in

conversation that he thought it might well have been the work of

Hawksmoor.
The M. S- B. volume already referred to contains a delightful

engraving of this 'Conservatory.' The accompanying letter-press, of

whose provenance I am ignorant, speaks of the park extending

south [really south-east] from the Portsmouth road, and John
Weston [who sold the manor] is said to have been a descendant of

the Westons of Sutton [Park], to whom, as we have seen, he was in

no way related.

The present mansion was originally built by Henry Weston . . . but was
considerably repaired and altered by the first Lord King. The present [7th]

lord has also much improved it, particularly on the south [? west] front. The
structure is of brick. . . . On the north [really 'east'] front is a doric entrance,

opening to a hall enriched with marble statues [I think I have seen these]

of the Apollo, Gladiator, etc., and many excellent busts. The south front

is environed by a flower-garden7. . . . The effect of the whole is much
heightened by the neatness and order which here prevail.

In Country Life for 13 August 1959 appeared an article on
'Canaletto's Work in England' in which it is remarked that 'His

ability to strike a fresh note comes over, too, in his Capriccios based
on Ockham Park, one of which contains figures in the Chinese taste.'

The date of these is apparently c. 1750, i.e. in the time of Thomas,
fifth baron. Mr. Whistler did not think that the stable block shewed
Hawksmoor's hand, but I think myself it must have been rebuilt in

the Chancellor's (Lord King's) time. The main arch is round-headed
like the one on the map, but the roof-ridge runs at right angles to

that in the drawing, and other details differ; as we have seen, the

map is by no means invariably accurate. The hinges for a door

remain in the northern arch. Two leaden pipe-heads bear the date
'1724.' Between the '7' and the '2' is the letter 'K' for 'King';

below the 'K' is a small female head, with 'P' for 'Peter' on one side,

and 'A' for 'Anne' on the other, the Christian names respectively of

the first lord (the chancellor) and his wife. A pump-box near by
bears the date '1827'; it is of Renaissance design reproducing on a

smaller scale the design on a stone that formed a part of the south

6 History of Surrey and Sussex. 1830, \'ol. II, p. 151.

7 There is a charming engraving of the house and garden in Walford's
History of Surrey (1878), Vol. I, opp. p. 310.
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porch of the house, perhaps itself added in 1827. The whole gate-

house group with its mellow red brick is most charming: it is

fortunate that it survived the fire. It too has been converted into

flats.

Despite the Italian character of certain of the nineteenth-century

alterations, the statement in the local press at the time of the fire

that the house was one of the best examples of the Italian style in

the country was as inaccurate as most of their statements about it,

such as the mention of 'Chinese wallpapers,' which, apart from a

small area in one room, was pure fiction; the writer was probably
thinking of Clandon Park! The date 'c. 1705' assigned to the house
in the List of Surrey Antiquities,^ though reference is made to Mr.
Whistler's article, is of course impossible.

There is not much to say about the interior. Figs. 6 and 8 in the

Country Life article purport to shew outlines of the original house,

but it is doubtful how far this applies to the interior arrangements.
Mr. Whistler implies that the kitchens had been a part of the main
block, but the buildings shewn in 1706 between this and the stables

might, one thinks, have accommodated them. In its last state the

house had handsome features, but no visible traces of antiquity;

the salon had wall-paintings executed by Lady Lovelace herself.

The eighteenth and nineteenth century topographers were much
more interested in the house than in the church, but apart from the
gate-house the gardens were really its chief charm ; Lady Monkswell,
for instance, in her diary^ speaks more than once of their beauty,
and the park itself is delightful. They contain or contained some
fragments of classical architecture imported by the last Lord
Lovelace (descendant of the chancellor), but some were, I believe,

only of wood; some composite capitals have been removed to

Neward House, Ripley.

Of the three lodges, only that at Church End is old, but the
Buckingham and Ripley gates are handsome work dating, I believe,

from the time of the chancellor; the former got its name from the
stone lions, removed from Buckingham House when it was rebuilt

as Buckingham Palace. Just inside the farm-gate into the park at

the top of Lambert's Hill on the London Road is a little-known
object, an ice-house, which is marked on the latest edition of the
six-inch Ordnance Survey map. It had a post-medieval vaulted
roof, but the entrance is surrounded now by rank weeds, etc., which
make access now virtually impossible : it is anyhow ruinous.

The relative size of the old 'Weston's' may be judged by the
number of its hearths— 17 in 1662, 1664/5, 1673 and 1674, 16 in

1664—compared with 44 in 1664 for the Manor House, East
Horsley, and 21 in the same year for West Horsley Place. '°

At the present time Mr. Felix Fenston, late of Braboeuf Manor,
is altering and adding to the old kitchen block to form a residence.

8 List of Surrey Antiquities (Surrey County Council, 1951).
9 A Victorian Diarist [Later Extracts), ed. Hon. E. F. C. Collier, 1946.
^° These figures are derived from the 'Hearth Tax Returns' printed by

Sy. Rec. Soc. (Nos. XLI, XLiI, 1940) and from unprinted hsts in P.R.O.



PLATE VII

{a) Reconstruction by INIr. James Gardner of a Medieval Glasshouse,
Based Largely on Blunden's Wood. (Wifh acknowledgements.)
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